
Karen Israel – The Sky’s the Limit 
Supply List: pastel plein aire 

 

*OPTIONAL 
SMALL Sketchbook  
pencil and charcoal for sketching  
An easel: pastels are best worked with the paper perpendicular to the ground. Any portable 
easel will do, tripod , french box etc will work.  You may want to bring a portable folding light 
weight table to keep your pastels off the grass if your easel doesnt have a tray.  
*small portable watercolor set w 1/2" flat brush and water cup AND/OR rubbing alcohol in a 
jar w a lid and a 1/2" flat brush  YOU CAN BORROW MINE IF YOU DO NOT HAVE 
Paper towels 
wet wipes 
*Gloves if you don't like dirty hands 
Plastic bag for trash a drawing board,  
foam core or gator board big enough to tape a 9x12/11x14 piece of paper 
artists tape white NOT BLUE 
a small soft bristle brush I use this for corrections/as my eraser 
*View finder You can borrow mine if you dont have 
Vine Charcoal 
Hat w a brim( 
*Sunscreen(Optional)/bugspray/your Lunch 
 
 
pastels and paper 
 
PASTELS: (NO OIL PASTELS PLEASE) Soft Pastel is available in a variety of textures, from 
buttery soft to hard. I will share from my collection, but please bring an assortment of darks, 
medium and lights in the soft and hard variety.  
 
Pastels and paper can be purchased at Jerry’s in West Hartford or Dick Blick Hard pastels or 
online at Dakota Art Pastels, Rochester Fine Art or Amazon.  
 
BRANDS with a HARDER feel: Nu Pastels, Rembrandt or Jack Richeson:  
BRANDS with a SOFTER feel: Sennelier, Ludwigs,Great Americans, Unison 
COLORS:(SUGGESTIONS ONLY) Nu pastels (that is the brand name) can be purchased 
individually at Jerrys in West Hartford.  They are inexpensive (under 2.00/stick) and good for the 
first layer and for basic contour drawing to get the big shapes in. Don’t buy a whole set as there 
are colors u will likely never use. (other hard varieties are Greatacolor, Richeson, Rembrandt ) 
Suggested harder variety COLORS in NU PASTEL:  sepia #293, cordovan #353, cocoa brown 
#253,spruce blue #305, bottle green #298,burnt sienna #203, violet #224, hyacinth violet 254.   
Suggested softer variety:For those of you starting out and can afford this:  I recommend the 
Paris Set that Sennelier makes for Plein aire.  There are smaller sets of half stick Sennelier.  
FOR ANY SET, LOOK FOR A VARIETY OF LIGHT AND DARK REDS, YELLOWS AND 
GREENS, SOME NEUTRALS.   
A Student Grade(Less expensive brand) soft variety: Faber Castell set of 72 sticks(BUY THIS 
AND NOT THE SMALLER SETS)  and these can be helpful.  
PAPER: Working small at 8 x 10 or 9 x 12 is less daunting.You can buy a pad of UART pastel 
paper, in 9 x 12 or 11x14.  Comes 10 pieces in a pack for about 26.00     


